
Android App Development
Company in Bangalore

Fusion Informatics is a renowned Android app development company in Bangalore that have expert

Android app developers who deliver your business goals through exceptional Android apps. With

globally crossing around 80% of its market share, Androids continues to uphold its dominance in the

market.

Creating and developing an android mobile application is undoubtedly a crucial aspect for the growth

of any business; however creating the same is a complex act. The android body consists of multiple

versions of OS in the market along with different sizes of screens making the development of android

applications the task of experts.

Fusion Informatics will make your vision into reality
We understand the importance of a successful business model and assure you that we at Fusion Informatics will

make your vision into reality using state of the art technology and create high quality android applications for

your consumers.

We will guide you from the start to the end, giving you the best possible solutions.
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Overview of Android Application Development
With the ever- growing market of smartphone devices, most of the organizations are adopting ways to

incorporate mobile apps in their business flow, in order to enhance their market outreach. For a smooth

development and success of a mobile app, the organization and developers have to initiate a detailed plan

strategising the various types of processes to be used.

Native android app development
A native app is a program that has been coded in a specific programming language, for devices having specific

OS. For example, Objective C is used for iOS or Java for Android Phones. These apps use the OS features and

other software tools that are installed on that platform. They also have access to various phones features such

as camera, gallery, contact list etc. Mostly Native apps are compiled into machine code. These provisions help

native apps perform the best in a mobile device.  

The native app development method is easy and there are numerous resources available, but it might not be

something everyone can comprehend since it is fairly complex.



The main features of a native app are:

 High degree reliabilit

 Simple but Fast Performance

 Better user experience

 Supports both online & offline transactions

Hybrid android app development
A hybrid app is a program that is created using HTML 5, CSS and JavaScript and wrapped in a native container.

This native container loads maximum information on the page as soon as the user navigates the application.

There are plenty of native web frameworks available, which can help you build a hybrid app.

The main features of a typical hybrid app are:

 Faster app development

 Simple and easy to maintain

 Cross platform UI

 Integrate with device file system

 Less expensive app development and cost effective maintenance

 Single code management for multiple mobile platforms



Our android app development approaches
 We believe in the idea of less is more and hence, make your app simple and attractive, with user-friendly

layouts and easy navigation.

 We understand the importance of customer comfort and thus support multiple languages with

localization and globalization.

 Like customer satisfaction is your main aim, your contentment is our goal. We study your target

customers and based on the results create mobile applications to best suit them.

 We focus on the offline experience of users as well.

Why Choose Fusion Informatics as Android
App Development Partner?

How Enterprise mobility solutions driving business growth?

Fusion Informatics is an award-winning Mobile App Development Company in Bangalore offering custom

Android app development services to clients based in the U.S., Australia and across the globe. We have been

developing Android Smartphone & tablet application since our naissance in 2009. Our expert developers have

a proficient knowledge, skill and experience of designing and developing Android apps.

With multiple versions of Android operating system and a huge number of screen resolutions, the Fusion

Informatics team is ace at developing Android development solutions for the highly fragmented Android

world. We have built several top-ranking Android apps that have been downloaded by millions of users.

Our Android app development team has created Android apps for all Google Play’s major categories, such as

Social networking, Entertainment, Travel, Utility, Education, Music etc. You can rely on our experience and

expertise.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvUCr4n_1rI


Fill out the request form right now. You can even drop your app project inquiry at

sales@fusionInformatics.com. Our consultants will get back to you to immediately.

Fortune companies rely on us, SME
businesses partner with us  

& Startups love to work with us.
Your search for a reliable App development partner ends here. Send us your Requirement.
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